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A B S T R A C T

Objective: We investigated the effects of the surface properties of polymer-based restorative materials on
early adhesion of Streptococcus mutans (UA159) in vitro.
Methods: Four direct polymer-based restorative materials, including a nanoparticle restorative (FiltekTM

Z350, 3 M ESPE, USA), a nano hybrid universal restorative (FiltekTM Z250 XT, 3 M ESPE, USA), a low shrink
posterior restorative (FiltekTM P90, 3 M ESPE, USA) and a polymer-based pre-reacted glass ionomer
(Beautifil II, Shofu, Japan), were selected. After polishing under different conditions, surface morphology
was examined using scanning electron microscopy. Surface roughness (SR), water contact angle (CAW)
and surface free energy (SFE) were determined by profilometry and the sessile drop method. Early
adhesion of S. mutans was investigated using confocal laser scanning microscopy. The area occupied by
adherent bacteria (A%) was calculated with COMSTAT2 software. The correlations between A% and SR,
CAW, and SFE were analyzed by linear regression using SPSS 20.0 software at a significance level of 0.05.
Results: The value of A% was strongly correlated with SR (r = 0.893, P < 0.01) for surface roughness (Ra) of
0.02–0.80 mm, whereas a weaker correlation was obtained between A% and SR when Ra � 0.20 mm
(r = 0.643, P < 0.01). On super smooth surfaces (0.02 mm � Ra � 0.06 mm), SR did not influence early
bacterial adhesion (r = 0.001, P > 0.05), a medium positive correlation between A% and SFE was obtained
(r = 0.426, P < 0.01), and no correlation between A% and CAW was found (r = �0.028, P > 0.05)
Conclusions: Early adhesion of S. mutans on direct polymer-based restorative materials was mainly
affected by SR. SFE influenced early adhesion of S. mutans on super smooth surfaces, while
hydrophobicity did not.

ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dental plaque or biofilms are the main causes of common
dental diseases, and involve microbial adhesion to dental hard and
soft tissues as well as restorative biomaterials [1,2]. The mecha-
nisms whereby oral bacteria adhere to solid surfaces are influenced
by the unique adhesive properties of the adherent bacteria as well
as the properties of the adhered substances. Secondary caries
development is closely related to the presence of cariogenic
biofilms on dental restorative materials [3]. Previous studies have
reported that the three-dimensional structure and thickness of
dental biofilms, as well as the composition and activity of dental
plaque influenced by restorative materials [4,5]. In addition to the
different compositions of diverse substances, the surface
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properties of restorative materials play a pivotal role in the early
adhesion process of bacteria [6,7].

Polymer-based dental composites are an aesthetic alternative
to amalgam, and are composed of a hydrophobic resin matrix
containing hydrophilic filler particles, which implies they form a
heterogeneous surface. The polymer composition, and the size and
shape of fillers strongly influence the surface properties of
polymer-based composites [8,9]. In recent years, to improve the
mechanical, physical, and biological properties of polymer-based
composites, a multitude of modified polymer-based restorative
materials have been developed. For example, an innovative matrix-
modified resin composite based on siloxane and oxirane [10] was
developed to decrease polymerization shrinkage. The resulting
siloranes exhibit similar or better mechanical and physical
properties and biocompatibility characteristics than those of
conventional methacrylate-based composite resins [11–14]. Re-
garding development of inorganic fillers, nanofilled resin compo-
sites exhibit excellent hardness, toughness, and polishing
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characteristics. Meanwhile, pre-reacted glass-ionomer (PRG)
bioactive fillers have been fabricated by the acid–base reaction
between a fluoroaluminosilicate glass and polyalkenoic acid in the
presence of water [15]. The addition of bioactive fillers results in
fluoride releasing/recharging properties to prevent secondary
caries [16]. These modified polymer-based composites possessing
varied surface properties may influence bacterial adhesion
differently.

Oral bacterial adhesion occurs in the following four phases
[17,18]: (1) transport of a bacterium to the surface, (2) initial
adhesion with reversible and irreversible stages, (3) attachment by
specific interactions, and (4) colonization to form a biofilm. Non-
specific chemical and electrovalent interactions between the
surface and bacteria, like Van der Waals forces, Coulomb forces,
and hydrophobic, electrostatic and Lewis acid–base interactions,
affect this process [2]. The physicochemical surface properties of
restorative materials, such as their surface roughness (SR),
hydrophobicity, surface free energy (SFE), and surface electro-
chemistry, may affect dental plaque formation [5,18]. It has been
reported that SR is the dominant factor influencing bacterial
adhesion [17,18]. An increase in SR from 0.2 to 0.8 mm of intraoral
hard surfaces had a significant effect on in vivo plaque formation
(supra- and subgingivally) on abutments [19]. Therefore, a
threshold surface roughness (Ra) was suggested. When Ra � 0.2
mm, it was considered that SR had a negligible effect on bacterial
adhesion in vivo [20]. However, with the development of polymer-
based materials and polishing technology, the bacterial adhesion
on polished materials below the threshold value of Ra has varied
considerably [21]. This indicates that when Ra � 0.2 mm, factors
other than SR influence bacterial adhesion.

It has been observed that SFE and hydrophobicity also affect
bacterial adhesion on polymer-based materials [21–24]. However,
the published results are quite controversial [10,25–32]. Possible
reasons for these controversial results may be the heterogeneous
composition of polymer-based composite surfaces, and the
methods used to evaluate SFE and hydrophobicity. It has been
reported that the SFE and hydrophobicity (contact angle of water,
CAW) values calculated with the sessile drop method is more
accurate when the surface is smoother [33,34]. Therefore, the
effects of SFE and CAW on bacterial adhesion should be interpreted
with caution. Furthermore, it has been considered that the effects
of SFE and CAW on bacterial adhesion may be confounded by the
dominant role of SR, especially when Ra is above 0.06 mm [34–36].
Therefore, it remains unclear if the SFE and/or hydrophobicity of
polymer-based composite materials influence bacterial adhesion,
especially on smooth surfaces.
Table 1
Resin-based restorative materials used in the study.

Type Brand name Matrix composition Fi

Nanoparticle
composite

FiltekTM Z350
[Z350]

Bis-GMA, Bis-EMA, UDMA,
TEGDMA

5–
si
Lo

Nano hybrid
composite

FiltekTM Z250 XT
[Z250 XT]

Bis-GMA, Bis-EMA, UDMA,
TEGDMA, PEGDMA

20
m
w

Silorane
composite

FiltekTM P90
[P90]

Bis-3,4-epoxy cyclohexylethyl
phenyl methyl silane-, 3,4-epoxy
cyclohexyl cyclopolymethyl
siloxane, di- and epoxy-
functional oligosiloxane

tr
pe

Giomer Beautifil II
[BF]

Bis-GMA, TEGDMA 0.
ba
pe

Bis-GMA, bisphenol A-glycidyl dimethacrylate; UDMA, urethane dimethacrylate; 

dimethacrylate; PEGDMA, polyethyleneglycol dimethacrylate; S-PRG, surface pre-react
In this study, the SR, CAW, and SFE of polymer-based restorative
materials, along with early adhesion of Streptococcus mutans on
them are investigated. The correlations between these factors are
analyzed. The aim of this study is to gain more insight into the
surface properties responsible for initial adhesion of S. mutans on
polymer-based restorative materials. We hypothesize that the
levels of early adhesion of S. mutans are influenced not only by SR,
but also by hydrophobicity and SFE, especially on smooth surfaces.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation of polymer-based restorative material specimens

Four polymer-based restorative materials were used in this
study, including a nanoparticle restorative (FiltekTM Z350 [Z350],
3M ESPE, USA), a nano-hybrid universal restorative (FiltekTM Z250
XT [Z250 XT], 3 M ESPE, USA), a low-shrink posterior restorative
based on siloxane and oxirane (FiltekTM P90 [P90], 3 M ESPE, USA)
and a polymer-based pre-reacted glass ionomer (Beautifil II [BF],
Shofu, Japan). The parameters of these materials are summarized
in Table 1. Each polymer-based material was placed in a fabricated
Teflon model (4 � 4 � 2 mm) and covered with a Mylar film. A glass
slide was placed over the Mylar film, and pressure was applied.
After curing under high-intensity light (1100 mW/cm2) on both
sides for 40 s (LEDition, Ivoclar vivadent), all specimens were
stored in distilled water at 37 �C for 24 h, and then polished with a
polisher (AutoMet1 250 Grinder-Polisher Family, Buehler, USA). A
continuous force of 5 N in the vertical direction rotation speed of
60 rpm/150 rpm at contrary motion was applied. The specimens
were sequentially polished with 11-mm grit (grain 1200 wet
abrasive paper disc, White Dove, China), 9-mm grit, 3-mm grit, 1-
mm disc (diamond disc, Lapping Film f250 mm, Grish, China), and
finally nano-silicon dioxide fabric (Polishing Pad S0-PGZ-2
f250 mm, GRISH, China). After polishing, specimens were rinsed
with distilled water and ultrasonically cleaned in distilled water for
3 min. According to the final polishing grit, the specimens were
divided into five groups for each material: Group 1: 11-mm grit;
Group 2: 9-mm grit; Group 3: 3-mm grit; Group 4: 1-mm grit;
Group 5: nano grit.

2.2. Surface morphology

The surface morphology of specimens was examined with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM, S-4800, Hitachi, Japan). After
mounting on aluminum stubs and sputter coating with gold, the
specimens were observed with 1000� magnification.
ller composition Manufacturer

20 nm non-agglomerated silica and 5–20 nm zirconium/
lica nanoagglomerate. 0.6-1.4 mm agglomerated particles.
ading percentage by weight: 82%

3M ESPE, St. Paul,
MN, USA

 nm surface modified silica and 0.1–10 mm surface
odified zirconia/silica particles. Loading percentage by
eight: 82%

3M ESPE, St. Paul,
MN, USA

ifluoride ITRE, 0.1–2 mm quartz particles. Loading
rcentage by weight: 76%

3M ESPE, St. Paul,
MN, USA

01–4.0 mm multi-functional glass filler and S-PRG filler
sed on fluoroboroaluminosilicate glass. Loading
rcentage by weight: 81%

Shofu Inc., Japan

Bis-EMA, bisphenol A ethoxylate dimethacrylate; TEGDMA, triethyleneglycol
ed glass ionomer.
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2.3. Surface roughness measurement

The SR of each specimen was measured using a surface
profilometer (Surftest SJ-401, Mitutoyo, Kanagawa, Japan) with a
stress force of 0.75 mN, standard cutoff of 1.0 mm, transverse
length of 0.8 mm, amplitude height of 2.5 mm, and stylus speed of
0.5 mm/s. Two measurements of Ra were performed at cross
directions for each specimen, and the numerical average of these
values is reported.

2.4. Hydrophobicity and surface free energy determination

Hydrophobicity was determined by measuring the water
contact angles with an automated contact angle measurement
device (OCA20, DataPhysics, Germany). Right and left contact
angles for droplets (1 mL) were averaged and are reported as CAW
(�).

To determine the SFE of each specimen, three liquids with
different polarities were chosen for contact angle measurements,
including distilled water, glycerol, and ethylene glycol. The SFE of
each specimen is listed in Table 2 [37]. The total SFE (gTOT) for each
sample was calculated according to the approach proposed by van
Oss et al.:

gTOT
S mN=mð Þ ¼ gD

S þ gP
S ;

gP
S ¼ 2 gþ

S g
�
S

� �0:5
;

1 þ cosuð ÞgTOT
L ¼ 2 gD

S g
D
L

� �0:5 þ 2 g�
L g

þ
S

� �0:5 þ 2 gþ
L g

�
S

� �0:5
:

2.5. Bacteria preparation and adhesion experiments

The serotype c strain Streptococcus mutans UA 159 was obtained
from the Institute of Microbiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
The frozen (�80 �C) precultured bacteria were transferred onto an
agar plate with brain heart infusion broth (BHI; BD, Becton,
Dickinson and Company, USA) and incubated at 37 �C in 95% air/5%
CO2 (v/v) for 48 h. Subsequently, a single colony was incubated
with sterile BHI under the same conditions for 16 h and then kept
at 4 �C. The day before the experiment, S. mutans suspension (1 mL)
was added to fresh sterile BHI (250 mL) and incubated for 12 h at
37 �C. After harvesting by centrifugation (2200 rpm, 19 �C, 5 min;
Centrifuge 5418, Eppendorf, Germany), bacteria cells were washed
twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; one packet dissolved
in deionized water (2 L), pH 7.4 at 25 �C; Solarbio, China) and then
resuspended in the PBS. The optical density of the bacterial
suspension was adjusted with PBS to 0.3 at 550 nm (EL � 808
Absorbance Microplate Reader, Bio-Tek, USA), which corresponds
to a microbial concentration of 3.65 �108 cells/mL [38].

Before adhesion, all material specimens were sterilized by
degassing with ethylene oxide for more than 48 h, transferred into
a sterile 24-well plate, and then incubated with S. mutans
Table 2
Testing liquids and surface tension data (mN�m�1).

Liquid
Surface tension data (mN�m�1)

gTOT
L gD

L gþ
L

g�
L

Glycerol 64 34 3.92 57.4
Ethylene glycol 48 29 3 30.1
Distilled water 72.8 21.8 25.5 25.5

gTOT
L , total surface free energy; gD

L , dispersive component; gþ
L , Lewis-acid

component; g�
L , Lewis-base component.
suspension (1 mL) in a thermo shaker (THZ-22, Tcsysb, China) at
a speed of 60 rpm at 37 �C. After 2.5 h, the specimens were gently
rinsed twice with PBS to remove unbound bacteria, and then
analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).

2.6. Confocal laser scanning microscopy analysis

One volume of BacLight stain contains SYTO 9 and propidium
iodide (LIVE/DEAD1 BacLightTM Bacteria Viability Kit, L-7012,
Invitrogen Inc., USA). The excitation/emission maxima of these two
dyes are approximately 480/500 nm for SYTO 9 and 490/635 nm for
propidium iodide, respectively. Live bacteria were stained with
SYTO 9 to produce green fluorescence. Bacteria with compromised
membranes were stained with propidium iodide to produce red
fluorescence.

Following staining in the dark for 15 min at room temperature,
all specimens were rinsed gently with distilled water twice,
subjected to CLSM (Zeiss LSM 510, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena,
Germany), and examined with argon (514/488 nm) and HeNe
(543 nm) lasers. Nine squares of the surface were divided equally,
and bacteria adhesion at the central portion of each square with
450� magnification (size: 102.11 �102.11 mm) was analyzed. The
area occupied by the bacteria on the surface of each specimen was
calculated using COMSTAT2 software (http://www.comstat.dk for
free) and recorded as A%. The median value of A% for each specimen
was calculated further.

2.7. Statistical analysis

The medians and 25%–75% quartiles of Ra and A% were
determined and statistically analyzed using nonparametric tests/
independent-samples tests/Mann-Whitney U tests at a signifi-
cance level of 0.05 (SPSS 20.0, IBM, USA). The mean and standard
deviation of CAW and gTOT were determined and statistically
analyzed using one-way ANOVA tests (LSD/Dunnett T3) with P
value of 0.05. Correlations between A% and Ra, CAW, and gTOT were
analyzed using linear regression, and are presented in correspond-
ing equations and scatter plots.

3. Results

3.1. Surface morphology

The typical surface morphology of the specimens is shown in
Fig. 1. All the polymer-based materials possessed a heterogeneous
surface composed of inorganic fillers and organic resin matrix. For
all materials, the surfaces contained fewer scratches from Group 1
to Group 5. Group 1 and Group 2 samples contained a large number
of scratches, whereas almost no scratches were present on the
surfaces of materials in Group 3, Group 4 and Group 5, for which
the fillers were distinguishable.

3.2. Surface roughness, hydrophobicity, and surface free energy

The values of SR (Ra), hydrophobicity (CAW) and SFE (gTOT) of
the materials are presented in Table 3. For all materials, Group 1
showed the highest Ra (median 0.43�0.67 mm). As polishing
progressed, Ra decreased, and then became constant. Ra of
surfaces in Group 3, Group 4, and Group 5 were similar (median
0.02�0.03 mm), and much lower than those of Group 1 and Group
2 (median 0.09�0.16 mm). Although P90 and Z250 XT showed
higher Ra than Z350 and BF in Group 1 and Group 2, all four
materials presented similar Ra in Group 3, Group 4, and Group 5.

Considering hydrophobicity, all the polymer-based materials
presented decreased CAW as polished progressed (P < 0.05).
Among the four materials, P90 showed a higher CAW and was

http://www.comstat.dk


Fig. 1. SEM showing the surface morphology of materials before bacteria adhesion (�1000). A, B, C and D represent the FiltekTM Z350, Beautifil II, FiltekTM P90 and FiltekTM

Z250, respectively.1, 2, 3, 5 and 5 represent polishing Group1, Group2, Group 3, Group 4 and Group 5, respectively. The arrows shown in image A5, B5 and D4 indicate fillers on
the polished surfaces.

Table 3
Surface roughness (Median (25/75%), water contact angle and surface free energy (Mean � SD).

Materials Group1 Group2 Group3 Group4 Group5

Surface roughness (Ra/mm) FiltekTMZ350 0.44 (0.39/0.47)a# 0.09 (0.09/0.10)b# 0.02 (0.02/0.02)c# 0.02 (0.02/0.02)c# 0.02 (0.02/0.02)c#

Beautifil II 0.43 (0.41/0.48)a# 0.13 (0.12/0.14)b^ 0.03 (0.03/0.04)c^ 0.03 (0.03/0.03)c^ 0.02 (0.02/0.03)d^*

FiltekTM P90 0.53 (0.49/0.56)a^ 0.16 (0.15/0.17)b* 0.03 (0.03/0.04)c^ 0.03 (0.02/0.03)d^ 0.02 (0.02/0.02)e#^

FiltekTMZ250 XT 0.67 (0.63/0.74)a* 0.15 (0.14/0.15)b& 0.03 (0.03/0.04)c^ 0.03 (0.03/0.03)d^ 0.03 (0.03/0.03)d*

Water contact angle (CAW/�) FiltekTMZ350 83.20 � 3.20a#^ 77.00 � 4.70b#^* 66.72 � 2.71c# 62.92 � 1.24d# 63.78 � 1.32d#

Beautifil II 81.44 � 2.21a# 76.29 � 1.76b# 71.62 � 1.64c^ 65.53 � 1.68d^ 65.86 � 3.67d#

FiltekTMP90 84.26 � 2.00a^ 79.58 � 1.36b^ 75.04 � 1.06c* 70.96 � 1.09d* 69.95 � 1.52d^

FiltekTMZ250 XT 82.42 � 2.00a#^ 72.83 � 1.51b* 68.41 � 1.36c# 63.72 � 1.19d# 59.00 � 1.74e*

Surface free energy (gTOT/mN m-1) FiltekTMZ350 94.56 � 16.96a# 76.49 � 2.81b#* 28.81 � 2.53c# 80.64 � 9.64ab# 47.40 � 9.35d#

Beautifil II 95.15 � 11.41a# 54.18 � 4.79b^ 43.53 � 1.61c^ 36.71 � 3.29d^ 66.28 � 4.97e^

FiltekTMP90 67.35 � 4.34a^ 51.60 � 4.04bd#^ 47.97 � 4.43b* 35.75 � 2.11c^ 52.69 � 2.98d#

FiltekTMZ250 XT 90.43 � 2.85a# 69.44 � 3.38b* 44.14 � 1.63c^* 82.95 � 1.34d# 70.64 � 7.80b^

a, b, c, d, e different letters indicate significant differences in surface roughness/water contact angle/surface free energy for the same materials (P < 0.05), #, ^, *, & different
letters differ among materials in the same group (P < 0.05).
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more hydrophobic than the other materials, especially in Group 3,
Group 4, and Group 5 (P < 0.05).

Regarding SFE, all the materials displayed the same trend
(Table 3). As polishing progressed, gTOT decreased at first, and then
fluctuated. However, there were significant differences among the
lowest SFE value of the samples (P < 0.05): Z350 (28.81 mN/
m) < BF (36.71 mN/m), P90 (35.75 mN/m) < Z250 XT (40.14 mN/
m).

3.3. Bacterial adhesion

S. mutans adhesion on the material surfaces is presented in
Fig. 2a. For each material, Group 1 showed the highest amount of
bacterial adhesion on each surface. Group 2 showed a lower
amount of adhered bacteria than Group 1, but a higher amount of
adhered bacteria than those of Group 3, Group 4, and Group 5. The
lowest amount of adhered bacteria was observed in Group 4 for BF
and P90, Group 3 for Z350, and Group 5 for Z250 XT (Fig. 2b).

For Group 1, similar amounts of bacteria adhered to all the
specimens, independent of the type of material. However, for the
other groups, the quantity of adhered bacteria varied between the
different materials in the same polishing group. P90 and Z350
showed the lowest amounts of adhered bacteria in Group 2 and
Group 3 respectively. Conversely, in both Group 4 and Group 5, BF
was more resistant to bacterial adhesion than the other materials.

3.3.1. Dependence of bacterial adhesion on the surface roughness of
materials

A correlation analysis between the Ra values and A% is shown in
Fig. 3. A high linear correlation coefficient (r = 0.893, r2 = 0.797)



Fig. 2. Bacteria adhesion. (a) CLSM images ( � 63/oil/1.4) for bacteria that adhered on materials according to the polishing groups. A, B, C and D represent FiltekTM Z350,
Beautifil II, FiltekTM P90 and FiltekTM Z250, respectively. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represent polishing Group 1, Group 2, Group 3, Group 4 and Group 5, respectively. (b) The area of
bacteria adhesion (A%). Median and IQR are indicated. Different letters of a, b, c, d, e indicate significant differences for the same materials (P < 0.05). Different letters of #, ^, *
differ among materials in the same group (P < 0.05).
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(P < 0.01) between A% and Ra values was revealed for all specimens
regardless of material type. When Ra was lower than the threshold
value related to bacterial adhesion of 0.20 mm [20], the correlation
between A% and Ra was lowered (r = 0.643, r2 = 0.414) (P < 0.01).
However, for super smooth surfaces (Ra � 0.06 mm) [39,40], there
was no correlation between A% and Ra (r = 0.001, r2 = 0.000)
(P > 0.05). This indicates that bacterial adhesion on super smooth
surfaces was probably influenced by other factors in addition to SR.
3.3.2. Bacterial adhesion on super smooth surfaces (Ra � 0.06 mm)
A simple scatterplot of A% on super smooth surfaces with

Ra � 0.06 mm is depicted in Fig. 4a. Although on similar super
smooth surfaces, a distribution of A% was observed, which
indicates that some other factors besides Ra influence bacterial
adhesion on super smooth surfaces. As shown in Fig. 4b, the
correlation between A% and gTOT on super smooth surfaces was
linear. These two variables were positively correlated, as indicated



Fig. 3. Correlation analysis between the surface roughness (Ra) and area of bacteria adhesion (A%). When Ra < 0.80 mm, correlations between the Ra and A% on the material
surfaces shown as a linear regression line (y = 15.391 + 62.104x) with corresponding 95% confidence limits; correlation coefficient r = 0.893, r2 = 0.797; P < 0.01. When
Ra � 0.20 mm, correlations between the Ra and A% on the material surfaces shown as a linear regression line (y = 13.518 + 92.285x) with corresponding 95% confidence limits;
correlation coefficient r = 0.643, r2 = 0.414; P < 0.01. When Ra � 0.06 mm, there was no correlations between the Ra and A% on the material surfaces with corresponding 95%
confidence limits; correlation coefficient r = 0.001, r2 = 0.000; P > 0.05.
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by their positive slope. However, the correlation coefficient
(r = 0.426, r2 = 0.182) (P < 0.01) of this plot was relatively low.
The correlation of CAW with A% on super smooth surfaces is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. There was no correlation between bacterial
adhesion A% and CAW on super smooth surfaces (r = �0.028,
r2 = 0.001) (P > 0.05).

4. Discussion

Our results showed that the SR of polymer-based restorative
materials played a major role in the early adhesion of S. mutans. SFE
was correlated with early bacterial adhesion on super smooth
surfaces, while hydrophobicity was not. Therefore, the hypothesis
was partially accepted. The polymer-based materials presented a
wide range of SR (Ra of 0.02�0.68 mm) after polishing under
different conditions. The surface morphology of the specimens
indicated that the smaller the polishing abrasive was, the fewer
scratches present on the surface, as supported by a previous study
[41]. When the surfaces were polished until they were super
smooth (Ra � 0.06 mm), no scratches were observed, and the
surface morphology was characterized by the size, shape,
hardness, quantity, and distribution of filler particles [42–45]. A
strong correlation between Ra and A% was observed for all
materials. An increase in SR of polymer-based materials resulted in
early adhesion of more bacteria, consistent with previous findings
[17,46,47]. According to Bollen and co-workers, when Ra � 0.20
mm, SR had a negligible effect on bacteria adherence [19,20,47]. In
these previous studies, however, most dental polymer-based
materials were relatively smooth after polishing (Ra of
0.1�0.2 mm). In the present study, because of the nano-technique
applied in dental polymer-based materials, as well as the
improvement of polishing techniques, polymer-based material
surfaces can be super smooth after polishing, even mirror-like
(Ra � 0.02 mm). Our results showed that there was no significant
correlation between SR and A% on the resin composite materials
only when Ra � 0.06 mm. When Ra was between 0.06 and 0.2 mm,
SR still positively affected early bacterial adhesion. This was also
verified by Burgers et al. [36]. However, in this study, we observed
that the different polymer-based materials with Ra � 0.06 mm
showed different bacterial adhesion. This indicates that some other
factor instead of SR played a dominant role in bacterial adhesion on
super smooth surfaces (Ra � 0.06 mm).

Two other important surface parameters, SFE and hydropho-
bicity, are usually determined by contact angle measurement.
Although the polymer-based composite was heterogeneous, the
fillers distributed uniformly and the particle size was only
0.1–100 mm. Therefore, the test droplet diameter (3.0 mm) was
sufficient to cover the uniformly distributed filler–matrix struc-
ture, so reliable SFE and CAW data were obtained. However, it has
been reported that SR may influence contact angle measurements
[40], especially when Ra > 0.1 mm [34]. In addition, because of the
dominant role of SR in bacterial adhesion, the effects of SFE and
hydrophobicity on bacterial adhesion may be obscured and
interpreted inaccurately when Ra > 0.1 mm. Therefore, the influ-
ences of SFE and hydrophobicity on early bacterial adhesion were
investigated after eliminating the effect of SR by using Ra � 0.06
mm.

The SFE of all four polymer-based materials with super smooth
surfaces fluctuated, which was consistent with other studies
[42,48]. It has been reported that SFE depends on the filler
composition of resin composites [35]. The different fluctuations of
SFE observed for the four materials are probably a result of their
different filler compositions. The filler in Z350 and Z250 XT is silica
and zirconia particles, while those of P90 and BF are quartz and
fluoroboroaluminosilicate particles, respectively. It was presumed
previously that surface polishing not only removed resin matrix
and exposed fillers but also possibly formed a resin smear layer on
the polished surface. However, our SEM images did not show any
resin smear layers. Future studies should consider the factors
related to the fluctuation of SFE on super smooth surfaces. Based on



Fig. 4. Bacteria adhesion on super smooth surfaces (Ra � 0.06 mm). (a) Simple
scatterplot between A% and Ra. (b) Correlations between the gTOTand A% shown as a
linear regression line (y = 9.031 + 0.125x) with corresponding 95% confidence limits;
correlation coefficient r = 0.426, r2 = 0.182; P < 0.01. (c) There was no correlations
between the CAW and A% with corresponding 95% confidence limits; correlation
coefficient r = �0.028, r2 = 0.001; P > 0.05.
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the thermodynamic phenomenon [17,18], strains with high SFE (e.
g., S. mutans) adhered preferentially to substrates with high SFE. In
this study, a positive correlation between gTOT and A% was
observed for super smooth surfaces.
It was reported that hydrophilic surfaces have a higher affinity
for water-soluble oral bacteria than hydrophobic ones [10,25,26].
However, it has also been reported that increased hydrophobicity
of surfaces promotes removal of water between water-soluble
bacteria and surfaces, enabling a closer interaction and stronger
adhesion forces [27–29]. Thus, the effect of surface hydrophobicity
on bacterial adhesion remains quite controversial. These contrast-
ing results may be caused by the different bacteria strains and
models used. In addition, the bacterial adhesion periods should be
considered. The surface properties of restorative materials
influence bacterial adherence but not plaque maturation [49,50],
so an adhesion time of 2.5 h was selected in this study. Under the
present short-term conditions, the bacterial adhesion strength to
surfaces with different hydrophobicity depends on electrostatic
forces. According to electrostatic forces, S. mutans should tend to
bind to hydrophobic surfaces. Although S. mutans can rapidly bind
to hydrophobic surfaces, the adhesion strength of S. mutans to
hydrophobic surfaces is weaker than that to hydrophilic surfaces,
which could allow bacteria to detach easily from hydrophobic
surfaces [51]. The present findings did not provide any evidence
that hydrophobicity influenced early bacterial adhesion, especially
on smooth surfaces [52]. This was also verified by previous studies
finding that there was no significant correlation between the
hydrophobicity of polymer-based materials and early bacterial
adhesion, at least within 5 h [30–32]. The possible reason for the
lack of correlation between hydrophobicity and bacterial adhesion
may be that all four materials in this study possessed CAW higher
than 62�, so were all hydrophobic surfaces [53].

In addition, some studies found that the bacterial adhesion
process varied between materials, depending on their composition
[6,17,18,54]. In this study, relatively lower bacterial adhesion was
observed on the BF surfaces, which may be a result of it containing
antibacterial fluoroboroaluminosilicate particles. Therefore, fur-
ther investigation of the antibacterial composition of materials and
bacterial adhesion is required.

This study provided insight into the correlations between the
surface properties and adhesion of S. mutans, especially regarding
SFE and hydrophobicity on smooth surfaces. However, the bacteria
species and acquired pellicle coatings could also affect bacterial
adhesion to substrates [44,55–58]. Further studies should
investigate how the modification of surfaces affects bacterial
adhesion.

5. Conclusions

The correlations between the surface properties (SR, hydro-
phobicity and SFE) of resin-base restorative materials and S.
mutans adhesion without saliva coatings were investigated. Within
the limitations of this study, S. mutans adhesion on the surfaces of
polymer-based restorative materials was mainly affected by SR.
SFE influenced early bacterial adhesion on the four polymer-based
restorative materials with super smooth surfaces, while hydro-
phobicity did not.
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